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Introduction 
In this article we introduce the notion of a multi-exact category and reformulate, 
in terms of this, the iterated Q construction of Waldhausen [8] (see also [5]). Our 
formulation simplifies the constructions much, so we try to give all the details 
possible. 
The outline of the paper is as follows: 
In Section 1 we review the theory of multiple categories. Almost all the results 
are in the works of Ehresmann [2], [3] and [4]. 
The definition of a multi-exact category is given in Section 2. For any subset 
P of { 1, 2, ..., n}, a P-exact (n-fold) category is an n-fold category M such that 
its component categories Mp are exact categories for all peP, and satisfy 
certain compatibility conditions. These conditions are so chosen that the functor 
Q : (exact categories)~(categories) of [7] canonically extends to 
Qp:(P-exact categories)--, ( (P-{p})-exact  categories) 
for all p ~ P. In particular, if M is a small exact category, then the n-fold category 
M lnl on the set of all commutative n-cubes in M becomes n-fold exact (i.e., 
{ 1, 2, ..., n}-exact). Hence we have n-fold categories 
Q nMtnl = Qn"" Q2 Q1 Mini. 
That Qn÷ 1Mt~+ 11 deloops QnMtnl is proved in Section 3 in a slightly generalized 
form. (Here we assume the result for n = 1 which is stated in [8].) Thus we have a 
spectrum KM= {KM~; en} such that KMn is the classifying space of QnM (~1 for 
n>_ 1. We also show that any natural isomorphism of exact functors induces a 
homotopy of the resulting maps of spectra. 
Finally in Section 4 we associate to every biexact functor ~v : U × V~ W a pairing 
of spectra ~l/m, n :KUmAKVn--*KWm+ n in the sense of G.W. Whitehead [9], and 
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prove that any natural isomorphism of biexact functors induces a homotopy of pair- 
ings. As a consequence, we will show that the projection formula: 
f . ( f*x,  y) = x. f .y  for x ~ KiA and y ~ KjB 
holds for any homomorphism of commutative rings f :  A~B such that as an A- 
module B has a projective resolution of finite length. This generalizes the projection 
formula in [7, §4]. 
The author benefitted from Professor Weibel's unpublished note which helps 
him to understand the works of Ehresmann and the related topics. 
1. Multiple categories 
Let A be a set. An n-fold category C (on A) consists of n small categories 
Cl, C2,..., C', called the components of C, which have A as the common under- 
lying set and satisfy the following: 
1.1. Denote by OjcA the set of all objects of Cj, Sj (resp. Ty) the function A~Oj 
which assigns to every arrow of Cj its source (resp. target) and ~'A xojA~A the 
composition law for Cj. Then for each pair of distinct integers j, k we have 
(a) SjSkx=SkSjx, SjTkx= TkSjX, TyTkx= Tk Tyx; 
(b) Sj(xoky)=SjxokSjy, Tj(xoky)= Tyx% Tyy; 
(c) (X°kY)C)(Z°k W)=(X~Z)°g (yc) W) 
whenever the composites on either side are defined. 
In other words, an n-fold category is an (n+ 1)-ad of sets C=(A;  Ol,...,On) 
equipped with structure functions Sj, Ty and oj subject to the abovementioned 
axioms. 
! 
Given n-fold categories C= (A; Ol, ..., 0") and D= (A'; 0~, ..., On), an n-foM 
! 
functor from C to D is a map of (n + D-ads (A; Ol, ..., On)--'(A'; 0~, ..., 0") such 
that 
FSjx= SjFx, FTjx= TjFx, F(x~ y)= Fxc) Fy. 
(Thus F induces a functor Fj :  Cj "-*Dj for each j . )  
1.2. Definition. For each positive integer n, Cat" denotes the category with objects 
all n-fold categories, and arrows all n-fold functors. We also write Cat°= Set for 
the category of all small sets. 
Let us denote by / the  category having two objects 0, 1 and just one arrow 2 : 0-*1 
not the identity. 
1.3. Example. F~r every small category C define an n-fold category C ['1 on the set 
of all functors 1"--,C as follows: For any f : I '~C,  we put 
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(Sjf)u = f(ul, . . . ,  u j _  1,0~/ . / j+  1, " "  , Un) ,  
(Tjf)u = f (U l ,  . . .  , Uj_ 1' 1, Uj+ 1'"' '  Un), 
for all u=(ul, ...,un) in In; and if Tjf=Sjg, g~f  is uniquely determined by 
~ fu, if //j = 0,  
(g ~ f )  = ~gu, if uj = 1, 
~_guofu, if uj=;t and uk~{0,1} for all k#:j. 




f (2 ,  l )  
) • 
Then g o I f and g o 2 f are represented by the 'vertical' and the 'horizontal' composi- 
tions respectively; 
• )•  )o  
f 




1.4. Notations. (1) Let C be an n-fold category. Then for any permutation re  S,,, 
C r denotes the n-fold category having the components (Cr)j = C~(j). An n-fold 
functor C---~D r is called a r-functor. 
(2) Let P = {kl, k2,..., kp} be a subset of n = { 1, 2,..., n}. Then for every n-fold 
category C, Cp= Ck, ..... kp denotes the p-fold category having the components 
(Cp)j=Cgj ( l< j _p) ,  and if I~P, otCp denotes the p-fold category on Or= 
{objects of Ct} CA with the canonical subcategory structure on each compoennt 
(otCp)jCCkj (1 <_j_<p). 
By the conditions (a), (b) and (c) in 1.1, one sees that the functions St, T / : Cp 
o1C P and o/:Cp×oiCp Cp~Cp are p-fold functors for all I~P. 
(3) For any PC n and for any (n-p) - fo ld  category C, ApC denotes the unique 
n-fold category such that (ApC)._p = C and (ApC)j is a discrete category if j e P. 
(4) If 1 _<j_ n, the complement of {j} in n is often denoted by (j). Thus we shall 
write 
C(j)=Cn_{j}, A(j)C=An_{j}C , etc. 
We also use, for simplicity, the notation ojC = ojC(j). 
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1.5. (Products) The product × • Cat n x Cat n ~Cat  n is given by (C×D b = Cj xDj  
( I _ j _n ) .  For any pair of positive integers m,n, the square product 
I-l" Cat m × Cat n ~Cat  m+n is defined by 
CI ID=Am+I  ..... m+nCxd l  ..... m D (CECatm,  D~Catn) .  
Note that he switch map T:CI ID- - , (DI IC)  r, (x, y) ~, ( y, x) is a r-functor with 
1 .-- m m+l - . -m+n)  
~'~ 
n+l - - -n+m 1 ... n 
1.6. (Natural transformation) Let F and G be n-fold functors from C to D. Then 
a j-th natural transformation from F to G, written F ~. G, is an n-fold functor 
J 
t :At j) I× C--'D such that t(0, - )=F  and t(1, - )=  G. Clearly the j -th component 
tj : I x  C j~Dj  of t defines a natural transformation Fj-:* Gj. t is called a j-th natural 
isomorphism if tj is a natural isomorphism. 
Now let U be any finitely complete category (e.g., U=Catn) .  Then we have the 
evident notion of an n-fold category object in U. Denote by CaC(U) the category 
of all n-fold category objects in U. (In particular Catn= CaC(Set).) 
1.7. Let P be a subset of n and {J l , J2, . . . , Jn-p} the complement of P. Then 
Op" Cat"-- ,Catn-p(Cat p) denotes the isomorphism (of categories) given by 
OpC=(Cp; oj, Cp, ...,oj,_oC p) (cf. 1.4(2)). 
1.8. Example. If C is a small category, then Ol C[2l and O2 Ct21 are isomorphic to 
(CI; C), Cat(Cat) with the evident structure morphisms (where C I denotes the 
functor category). 
If a functor F :  CatP---,Cat r preserves pullbacks, then for any subsets PC  n + p 
and R C n + r of order p and r respectively, we put 
Fp, R = O~ 1 o CatnF o 0/, :Catn+p~Cat n+r 
(Thus we have (Fe, RC)R=F(Cp) for every C~Catn+P.) 
Clearly any natural transformation t" F~ G of pullback-preserving functors in- 
duces a natural transformation 
tp, R" Fp, R -~ Gp, R. 
1.9. The functor Sq" Cat--,Cat 2, C~'*C [21 preserves pullbacks. Hence we have the 
functors Sq = Sq{,q, In.,, + 1 } "Catn ~ Catn+ 1 for all n >_ 1. For every small category C 
we have 
C t'l = Sq Sq...  Sq C (cf. [31). 
Y 
n- I  
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1.10. Given a pullback-preserving functor F :  Cat - - ,  Cat ,  we put Fj = 
F{j},{j}:Cat n --*Cat n (1 <_j<_n). Any natural transformation t :F-~G of pullback- 
preserving functors induces a natural transformation tj:Fj ~ Gj. 
For example the functor m(X) :C  ~Xx C preserves pullbacks, and so we have 
m(X)j:Cat n--, Cat n. In fact we see that 
m(X) jC=A( j )X×C for all n-fold categories C. 
Now let us denote by N :  Cat(U) ~ U ~°p the functor which assigns the 'nerve' to 
every category object in U. 
1.11. For any n-fold category C and for any j with l< j<n,  NjC:[r]~Nj, rC 
denotes the image of C under the composite 
N o On - { j}" Cat  n ~ Cat (Cat  n - 1 ) __ , (Cat  n - 1 )A °p. 
Explicitly, we have Nj, oC=ojC and Nj, rC=f(j) Xojc"" XojCC(j ) for r _  1. (Here 
ojC=ojC(y). See 1.4(2).) 
The following is clear from the definitions: 
1.12 .  Lemma.  If j>  n, then for any n-fold category C we have 
Nj, rSqC=SqNj, rC for all r>O. (1.1) 
1.13. Definition. For every n-fold category C, NnC denotes the n-fold simplicial 
set ([Q],[r2],...,[r,])~Nl, r, N2,r2".Nn, r C; and BC the geometric realization of 
Nnc (cf. [1] as well as [8]). BC is called the classifying space of C. 
1.14. (Elementary properties of the classifying space functor) 
(1) B(ApC)=BC for any PCn and CeCat n-IPI. 
(2) The canonical maps B(C×D)~BC×BD and B(CHD)~BCxBD are 
bomeomorphisms if either BC or BD is a finite complex, and also if given the com- 
pactly generated topology (cf. [7]). 
(3) In particular we have B(A(j) IxC)=BI×BC=[O, l l xBC.  Hence any j-th 
natural transformation t:F-:* G induces a homotopy Bt: [0, 1] x BC~BD between 
BF and BG. 
(4) B(D~)=BD for any reSn. Thus any r-functor F :  C~(D)  ~ induces a con- 
tinuous map BNF : BC--, BD. 
An n-fold category C is called connected (or, contractible) if so is BC, and a 
sequence of n-fold categories C-- ,E~D is called a fibration up to homotopy if so 
is the sequence of spaces BC-~BE~BD. The following is an easy consequence of 
[8, Lemma 5.2]. 
1.15. Lemma. Let C~E-~D be a sequence of n-fold categories such that the com- 
posite C - ,D  is constant. Suppose, for some k, the sequence of (n-1)-fold 
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categories Nk, rC--*Nk, rE'--~Nk, r o is a fibration up to homotopy for every r>_O. 
Suppose further that Nk, r D is connected for every r >_ O. Then C~E ~D is a fibra- 
tion up to homotopy. 
2. Multi-exact categories 
We now introduce the notion of a multi-exact category. The category of all small 
exact categories is denoted by Exact. 
21. Definition. A functor F:C--}D between small categories is called good if it 
satisfies the following: 
For any object x of C and any isomorphism f : Fx~y in D, there is an isomor- 
phism f ' :  x~y"  in C such that Ff" =f  (and so Fy' =y). 
If further f '  is uniquely determined, then F is called strongly good. 
2.2. Example. Let C be a small category. Then S, T: CI--~C and o : CI×cCI--~C 1 
are good, and (S, T) : CI~C× C is strongly good (cf. Example 1.8). 
2.3. Lemma. Let F: M--,L and G : N--,L be exact functors between small exact 
categories. 1.]" either F or G is good, then M× L N canonically has a structure of  an 
exact category, and in fact becomes a pullback o fF  and G in Exact. Moreover, the 
canonical functor Q(M ×L N)~ QM × QL QN is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Since the category of all small preadditive categories is closed under pull- 
backs, M×L N is a preaddditive category. Then it is a routine exercise to show, 
using the goodness of F or G, that M×L N has all biproducts and a null object 
(i.e., becomes an additive category) and also that the class of all short sequences 
(m',n')--,(m,n)--,(m",n"), 
which is carried into short exact sequences in M and M by the respective pro- 
jections prl and pr2, satisfies the axioms for exact categories [7,§2]. Therefore 
M×LN becomes an exact category. Moreover, given exact functors, H :  W-,M 
and J :  W--,N such that FH=GJ,  the canonical functor U: W~M×L N, 
w~ (Hw, Jw) is clearly exact. All this shows that M×L N is a pullback in Exact. 
Finally we can easily prove, using the goodness again, that the induced functor 
(Qpr I ,Qpr2) :Q(M×LN)~QM×QL QN is bijective, and so an isomorphism of 
categories. 
Now let P be a subset of { 1, 2,. . . ,  n}. An n-fold category M is called a P-exact 
(n-fold) category if Mp is an exact category for all p e P, and if the following con- 
ditions hold for every pair p, j  such that pep and j , p :  
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El .  OjMp is an exact subcategory of Mp. 
E2. (Sj, Tj):Mp ~ojMp × OjMp is strongly good and exact. 
E3. ~:MpXoiMpMp----~M p is exact. 
E4. If j also belongs to P, the class Ej of all short exact sequences of Mj 
becomes an exact subcategory of Mp×ojupM p.
2.4. Example. Let M be a small exact category. Then (S,T):MX×MMI~M I is 
strongly good, and M I is canonically endowed with a structure of an exact category 
such that S, T :MZ~M and o :MI×MMI-.,M t are exact. Since O1SqM and 
O2SqM are identical with (MI; M), we see that SqM satisifes the conditions E l -E3 
with respect o P= { 1, 2}. Now the class of short exact sequences of (SqM)I (resp. 
(SqM)2) consists of all diagrams 
• , * (resp. 
• ) -o  
1 
o)  ~o 
o)  )o  ~o 
with short exact rows (resp. short exact columns), and so, as in [7], becomes an 
exact subcategory of (SqM)2×o,SqM(SqM)2 (resp. (SqM)I ×o2SqM(SqM)l). Thus 
SqM= M [21 is a { 1, 2}-exact category. 
Given P-exact categories M and N, an n-fold functor F" M~N is called a P-exact 
(n-fold) functor if its p-th component Fp:Mp ~Np is exact for all p e P. 
2.5. Definition. For every PC  {1,2,.. . ,  n}, Exacff(P) denotes the category of all 
P-exact categories and all P-exact functors. In particular, we put Exact n= 
Exaetn({ 1, 2, ..., n}) and call its objects (resp. arrows) n-fold exact categories (resp. 
n-fold exact functors). 
Let M be a P=exact category, and let p be an element of P. Then by E2 and E3 
we have the functors 
OSj, Orj" OMp- O(o yp), 
Q oj .OMpXo~o~M,,) QMp-_Q(MpXo~Mp p)~QMp 
for all j--/:p, which satisfy the interchange laws in 1.1. Thus we have an n-fold 
category 
QpM= Opl (QMp; Q(Ol MR), ..., Q(op_ 1MR), Q(Op + iMp), ..., Q(onMp)). 
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2.6. Proposition. The assignment M~.QpM defines a functor Qp'Exactn(P) ~
Exactn(P - {p}). If p and q are elements of P then there is a natural isomorphism 
Qp OqM = Qq OpM. (2.1) 
Proof. Let M be an object of Exaetn(p). By the condition E4, the set epipM (resp. 
monpM) of all admissible pimorphisms (resp. all admissible monomorphisms) of
Mp can be regarded as an exact subcategory of Mq for all q e P -{  p}. We denote 
by 
rt" epipM X(sr, Sp) monpM= { (j, i) e epipM x monpMlSpj= Spi } --~(OpM)q 
the canonical functor which carries every pair (j, i) to the class [j, i] it represents. 
Since (Sq, Tq) : Mp ~(OqMp) 2 is strongly good, we have: 
(.) Given an arrow f of (OpM)q and given representatives (y, x) and (y', x') of 
Sqf and Tqf respectively, we can choose a unique representative (j, i) o f f  such that 
Sqj= y, Tqj= y', Sqi= X, Tqi= X'. 
Using this we can impose on (apM)q a canonical structure of an exact category 
such that ~r becomes an exact functor. Moreover we can prove, using (.) again, that 
QpM satisfies the conditions El-E4 with respect o P -{p} .  Hence QpM becomes 
a (P-{p})-exact category. 
Finally for any pair p,q of elements of P, define an isomorphism 
Q: QpQqM~QqQpMas follows: Let [[g,f],[j,i]] be an element of QpQqM. Since 
Sp[g, fl=Sp[j, il we may assume, by (.), that Spg=Spj and Spf=Spi. Moreover, 
since [g,f] (resp. [j, i]) is an admissible pimorphism (resp. an admissible monomor- 
phism) in (QqM)p, we see that both g and f (resp. j and i) belong to epipM (resp. 
monpM). Hence we can put 
~o[[g,f], [j, i]] = [[g,j], If, i]] e Qq QpM. 
It is easy to see that Q becomes a well-defined isomorphism of (P -{p ,  q})-exact 
categories, and is natural in M. Thus we have the proposition. 
2.7. Example. Let M be a small category. Then every short exact sequence of 
Q2M[2] e Exact2({ 1}) is represented by a diagram 
o)  )o  we  
o)  >e 
i i 
e)  )e  
~O 
+ _ 
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with short exact rows, and so the double category QI Q2 M[2] consists of all isomor- 




o)  )o  
o )  )o  
i 
such that each of the four little squares can be embedded in a 3 × 3 diagram with 
short exact rows and columns. This shows that QIQ2 Mr21 coincides with 
Waldhausen's QQM [8]. 
Now let F:M-- ,L be a P-exact n-fold functor. F is called good if Fp:Mp--,Lp is 
good for all p e P. The following proposition easily follows from Lemma 2.3 and 
the fact that strong oodness is preserved under taking puUbacks. 
2.8. Proposition. Let F: M-~L and G : N--,L be P-exact n-foM functors. I f  F is 
good, then M×L N becomes a pullback of F and G in Exactn(P). Moreover, for 
every element p of P, the canonical map 
Qp(MX L N)~QpM×Qp L QpN (2.2) 
is an isomorphism of (P-{p})-exact n-foM categories. 
As corollaries we have the following two propositions: 
2.9. Proposition. I f  n ~ P, the assignment M~ SqM defines a functor Exact"(P)~ 
Exact n+ I(PU {n + 1}). 
2.10. Proposition. For any pair of  integers k,r such that 1 <_k<n and r>_O, the 
assignment M~Nk, rM defines a functor Exactn(p)--+Exactn-t(P(k)) where 
P(k)= {p lpeP ,  p<k}U{p- l  [peP, p>k}. There is a natural isomorphism 
NkrQpM___ ~Qp_lNk, rM i lk<P,  (2.3) 
' (.QpNk, rM if k>p. 
Proof of 2.9. Since SqM is defined as the pullback of 
0 0 
and since % is good, SqM inherits a structure of a (P-{n})-exact category. On the 
other hand, since (SqM),,,n+l=Sq(M,), SqM also has a structure of an 
{n,n + 1}-exact category (cf. 1.9 and 2.4). It is easily checked that the conditions 
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E l -E4 hold when (1)p E P -{n}  and j_> n, or when (2)p_> n and j<  n. Hence SqM 
becomes a (PU {n+ 1})-exact category. 
Proof of 2.10. Clearly okM and M(k ) belong to Exact'-l(P(k)). Since Nk, rM= 
M(k ) ×okMN~,r_ ~M for r_>2, the first assertion follows by induction on r. Now we 
have 
Nk, r QpM = (QpM)(k) XOk(QpM) "" Xok(QpM ) (QpM)(k) 
= ~Qp-l(g(k))XQp_,(otg)"'" XQo_,(okM)Qp-l(M(k)), k<p 
(. Qp(M(k)) XQp(o,M) "'" ×Qp(okM) op(g<k)), k > p 
_ fep k<p 
(OpNk, rM, k>p 
because St :M(k)-'OkM is good. 
By 1.9 and Proposition 2.9 we see that M [nl is an n-fold exact category if M is 
a small exact category. Thus we put 
2.11. QnMI"I= Q, ... Q2QIM t"l for every n_> 1. 
2.12. Remark. In the following sections we mainly work with base-pointed 
categories. Precisely a pointed P-exact category is a P-exact category M equipped 
with a specified element 0 which is a null object of each component M u for p e P. 
The category of all pointed P-exact categories and P-exact functors preserving base 
points is denoted by Exaet~,(P). 
If 0 is a base point of MeExaet~,(P), SqM, Nk, rM and QpM have as a base 
point the constant functor 0 : 12 --*M, (0, ..., 0) and [0, 0] respectively. Thus we have 
the functors 
Sq "ExactS(P)--* Exact~+l(P U {n + 1 }) 
Nk, r" ExactS(P)--' Exact ~,- l (P(k)), 
Qp : ExactT,(P)~ Exaet~(P - { P}). 
(when n eP) ,  
Clearly all the natural isomorphisms (2.1)-(2.3) preserve base points. 
3. Delooping of QM 
We now prove that BQ'M ['] is naturally homotopy equivalent to the space of 
loops on BQ"+IM I'+q. For this we use the functor L:Exact--,Cat defined as 
follows (cf. [6] and [8]): For each exact category M, objects of LMare  all short exact 
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sequences a>--~b-~c in M, arrows from ar--~b--~c to a'~-*b'--*c' are isomorphism 
classes of diagrams 
a) 
a') 
>b , ,c  
"--... T 
Cl 
' b '  ') c '  
in which the square with vertices b,b',c' and cx is bicartesian; and two such 
diagrams give rise to the same arrow when there is an isomorphism of diagrams give 
rise to the same arrow when there is an isomorphism of diagrams which restricts to 
the identity on each object except for Cl. There is a sequence of natural trans- 
formations 
i q 
AoM-----~ LM---"  QM 
where d oM is the discrete category on the set of all objects of M, 
1 
ia=(a>--~a--~O) and q(a>--,b--~c)=c. 
As in Section 2 one has a functor 
Lp : ExactT,(P)--. Exact~,(P- {p}), p e P 
such that (LpM)p = LMp, and a natural isomorphism 
(3.1) 
Nk, rLpM~ ~Lp_lNk, rM i f  k<p,  
( LpNk, rM if k>p.  (3.2) 
Now let U be a pointed {n}-exact n-fold category (e.g., U= Qn-1 "'" QzQI Mtnl 
for some pointed small exact category M). Then (3.1) induces a sequence in 
Cat~+ 1; 
An+IQnU ' Ln+IQnSqU ' Qn+~QnSqU (3.3) 
An+ l°n+ 1 QnSq U 
such that the composite A n + 1 Qn U--. Qn + 1 Qn Sq U is constant with value 0. 
3.1. Theorem. The sequence (3.3) is a fibration up to homotopy, and there is a null 
homotopy on Ln+IQnSqU which is natural in U. 
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Proof. We proceed by induction on n. The proof for the case n = 1 is given by 
[8,§4]. Assume that the assertion is true for some n -1_  1. By Lemma 1.15, (3.3) 
is a fibration up to homotopy if so is the sequence of n-fold categories 
Nl, rAn+ 1 Qn U'-'* NI, rLn+ 1Q,,SqU--* N~,rQ,,+ ~ QnSqU (3.4)r 
and if N1, r Qn + l Qn Sq u is connected for every r >_ 0. 
By the natural isomorphisms (1.1), (2.3) and (3.2), the sequence (3.4)r is 
equivalent to 
A n Qn_ l (Nl, r U)---~ Ln Qn_ l Sq(gl, r U)--~ Qn Qn_ l Sq(Nl,r U) (3.4)~ 
which, by the assumption, is a fibration up to homotopy with connected base. (By 
Proposition 2.10, Nl, rUe Exaet~,-l({n - 1}).) So (3.3) becomes a fibration up to 
homotopy with connected base. 
We next construct a null homotopy on Ln+jQnSqU. For this we use a functor 
J:Exaet.---*Cat. which carries every exact category M to the subcategory with 
arrows all admissible monomorphisms in M. JM has an initial object 0, and so there 
is a natural transformation 0 : 0~ Id. On the other hand, the projection t :LM-*  JM, 
(a>--* b--* c)~ b has an adjoint h:JM-- ,LM, b~. (0)--* b ~ b) with a natural transfor- 
mation r/: 1 -:* ht given by 
a,', 
O> 
>b , ,c  
II 
,b  b 
Thus there are adjunctions 
t 
LM ~-'---* JM ~ 0 (3.5) 
h 
which are natural in M in the evident sense. 
Now we have a functor Jn +l" ExactS,+ l({ n + 1 })--*Cat~, +l such that (Jn+ iV)n+ l = 
J(1I, + 1), and natural transformations 
tn+ 1 
Ln+lV~Jn+lV~- -~O,  Ve Exact~+t({n + 1}). (3.6) 
hn+ 1 
Moreover, by applying the construction of 1.10 to natural transformations 
O:m(1)J-:*J and t1:m(1)L-~L, we get (n+l) - fo ld functors (for all Ve 
ExactS, + l ({n + 1 })) 
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On+ l " A(n+ l I x  Jn+ l V :  (m(I)J)n+ IV-°Jn+ 1V, 
tin + l " A (n + l)I × L n +iV = (m(I)L)n +1 V-'o Ln +1 V 
which give (n + 1)-st natural transformations 
0 , Id and Id--:--*hn+lt nn+l  n+l  +1 
respectively. Now define a homotopy H:  [0, 1 ] + A BL n + 1V--*BL n + 1V by 
(BOn+l(2S, Btn+l(X)) if s< 1/2, 
H(s,x)= ](.Brln+l(2_2s, x) if s>__ 1/2. (3.7) 
This is well defined, and we have H(0,x)=0, H(1 ,x )=x for all x cBLn+IV. 
Therefore, taking V= QnSqU, we have a null homotopy on BLn+I QnSqU which is 
certainly natural in U. 
Let M be a small exact category. Then U= Qn-l""  QI MInI is {n}-exact, and we 
have Q,U= Q"M Inl, Q,+ l QnSqU= Qn+ IMtn+ 11 
3.2. Corollary. I f  M is a pointed small exact category, then there is a natural 
homotopy equivalence BQnM Inl -'I'2BQ n+ IMtn+ 11 for  every positive integer n. 
3.3. Definition. For every pointed small exact category M, KM= {KMn,en} 
denotes the CW-spectrum such that 
~g21-nBQM, n<_O, 
KMn = ~ BQn MInl, n >_ 1 
and en :KMn A S I~KMn+I is the adjoint of the homotopy equivalence BQnM [nl -" 
OBQn+IM [n+ll for n_  1. 
3.4. Remark. Explicitly e n is defined as follows: Let X be the category with two 
1 
objects 0, 1 and two arrows 0 ~ 1 not the identity. Clearly BX is the circle S ~. 
Now define functors e 'X×AoM- - ,QM,  for all small exact category M, by 
e(t, a) = qO(2, tia)= [0 >--, a], 
e((, a) = qq()~, ia) = [0 ,,-- a]. 
(Compare with (3.7).) Then we apply 1.10 to e" m(X)Ao~ Q and get (n + 1)-fold 
functors 
gn:en+ l : A(n+ I)•× An+ IOn+ IV=On+ IVH•"-+Qn+ IV 
for all V~ExaetT,+l({n+ 1}). Thus, taking V=QnM t'~+q, we have a map 
Bg n . BQnMtnl × S 1 __. BQn + 1Mtn+ l] 
which factors through the adjoint en. 
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We now prove that any natural isomorphism h :F= G of exact functors induces 
a homotopy KF = KG of maps of spectra. For this purpose (and for the next section) 
we generalize the notion of an exact functor as follows: 
3.5. Definition. Let M, U be small categories and X a small category. A functor 
H : XxM-~ U (or M×X~ U) is called a family of exact functors (indexed by X)  
if (i) for any object x of X, the functor 
Hx : M ~ U, m ~ H(x, m) (or m ~ H(m, x)) 
is exact; and (ii) for any arrow f :  x~x' ,  the natural transformation Hx-~Hx , in- 
duced by f is a natural isomorphism. (A family of exact functors indexed by I is 
nothing but a natural isomorphism of exact functors in the usual sense.) Clearly H 
induces a functor Xx  QM~QU,  (x, [£ i]),--, [H(x,j), H(x, i)] (or QM×X~QU,  
([j, i], x)~. [H(j, x), H(i, x)]) and similar ones with Q replaced by L and J. We denote 
these functors, by abuse of notation, QH, LH and JH respectively. 
Now let U, Ve Exactn(p) and X~ Cat~,. Then an n-fold functor H" X × U~ V (or 
U× X--, V) is called a family of  P-exactfunctors (indexed by X)  if each component 
Hp (p ~ P) is a family of exact functors indexed by Xp. If R represents any one of 
the functors Q,L and J, then we have (P-{p})-exact  functors 
RpH:XxRpU~RpV (or RpUXX~RpV) for all peP .  
3.6. Proposition. Let F, G : M--, U be exact functors between pointed small exact 
categories. Then any natural isomorphism h:F- -G induces a homotopy 
Kh : KF = KG of maps of spectra. 
Proof. We define homotopies Khn :[0, 1]+AKM n ~KU n between KFn and KG,, as 
follows: For each n >_ 1, we have a first natural isomorphism hn : A0) I× M t'l ~ utnl: 
hn(u,f)(ul, u2, --., Un) = h(u,f (ul, U2, ..., Un)) 
between F tnl and G t'l. Then hn is a family of n-fold exact functors indexed by 
dO)I, and so induces 
iqn = Qn hn = On'" QE Qlhn : A(I)I× Q nM[nl '-* Qn Uln]. 
Clearly BE n factors through a map Khn :[0, 1]+AKMn--'KU n. That Khn commutes 
with the structure maps of spectra follows from the commutativity of the diagram 
lx~,, 
A(n+ !)~'× A(n + I)(A(I)/× gnMtn]) , A(n + I)~E'X A(n + 1)gnu In] 
AO )I × (A(n + I)Z'× A(n + l)QnM In] ) 
1 ×en+l[ 
zl(1)/X Qn+ lM[n+ 1] 
+,  
en+ 1 
Qn+ urn+ l] 
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which is obtained by applying the natural transformation 
e,+ 1" m(.S)n + 1An+ 1on+ l -~ Qn+ l 
to a family of {n+l}-exact functors Qnhn+l:A(l) I×QnMln+ll-.QnU[n+H in- 
dexed by A(I)I. (Compare 3.4.) Thus the maps Kh, define a homotopy 
Kh" KF = KG. 
4. Products in algebraic K-theory 
We discuss here multiplicative structures on algebraic K-theory spectra. 
We first show that Sn acts on BQnMtn]: For every permutation r ~ Sn define an 
n-fold functor at" M In] ~(M[nl) r by (arf)(u 1, ...,Un)=f(uro ), ...,Ur(n)  for all f in 
M Inl. Since aT is n-fold exact, it induces Qpa r" QpM ['1 ~Qp(MI ' I y= (QT-,(p)MIn]) r 
for all p. Thus we have an n-fold functor 
ar=Q,,ar. QnM[nl--.,(QnMtn]) r. 
Clearly we have t2~,= t2~t2~, for all r, r 'eS , .  Hence the maps cq=Bt2~ define an ac- 
tion of Sn on BQ'M In]. 
4.1. Lemma. For all r eSn, aT corresponds, via the homotopy equivalence 
BQnM tnl = ~nBQ2nQlEn], to V sgn(r) where v denotes the "homotopy inverse" o f  the 
H-group g2nBQEnMl2n]. 
I T "  Proof. Define permutations r ,  and o ~ S2n by r ' ( j )  = r( j) ,  r " ( j )  =j,  tr(j) = n + j  
if j<_n; and r ' ( j )= j ,  r " ( j )=n+r( j -n ) ,  t r ( j )= j -n  otherwise (so that 
r '=  trr"tr -1). Then by the definitions we have commutative diagrams 
BQnMtnlAS n 
arA 1 
BQnM[nl AS n 
, BQ2nM t2nl BQ"M ["] ASh ' BQ2nM [2nl 
, BQ2nM[2nl BQnMInlAs" , BQ2nM[2nl 
~n ~n 
where e n = e2n_ l "'" en and T: S 1A-.. A S 1 -~ S 1A--. A S I is the switch map associated 
with z. From the first diagram we see that a~ corresponds, via BQnM!n]= 
ff2nBQ2nMlEn], to ~ntZr,. On the other hand, from the second, we see that £2naT,,= 
(T* )  -1" -  V sgn(T) where T*: o3-~oT is the self map of ~nBQEnM[En] induced by T. 
Therefore a T corresponds to 
~~nt~r, = ~"2 nt~tr. ~n~r , ,  • ~-~nt~tr-i--.~ ~c~n~a. vsgn(r) . ~-2nt~tr_~ = vSgn(r). 
Now let q/: U× V---, W be a biexact functor. This implies that the partial functors 
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g(u, - ) -  V~ W and ~,( - ,  o) : U~ W 
are exact for all u • U and o • V. We assume that U, V and W are base-pointed and 
that ~u carries all (u, 0) and (0, o) to the base point 0 of W. For any pair of positive 
f integers m, n define an (m + n)-fold functor ~m,,," u[m]l-IV[n] ~ WIre +n] by 
qlm, n ( f  g)(Ul,-'-, Um+ .) = q/(f(ul, ..., Urn), g(Um + 1, "" ,  Um+ n)) 
for all f "  I m ~ U and g : I n ~ V. Since ~m,n is a family of  { 1,.. . ,  m}-exact functors 
indexed by A ~ . . . . .  m V["I, it induces 
l !  ~ ooo  ! * ~m,n Qm Qlq/m,n Q mU[m]x-Iv[n] 
. . . .  utm]~ × V [hI -Qm QI(Am+I ..... m+n , d l  ..... m Qm'"QI  WIn+hI. 
H Then we see that qlm, n is a family of {m + 1, ..., m + n}-exact functors indexed by 
dm+l ..... m+n Q mU[ml. Hence we have an (m + n)-fold functor 
~/m,n=Qm+n "" Qm+ 1 (Igm, n) " QmuImlHQ nVtnl --~Q m+nw[m+n] 
(qJm,,, is also defined as Qm "" Ql(Qm+n "" Qm+ll/l'm,n); first taking u[m]l-IQnV[n] 
Qm+n "" Qm+ l w[m+n] and then applying Qm "" Q1.) 
Clearly qTm,,, carries all the arrows (x, 0) and (0, y) to the base point 0. Hence 
B~tm, n induces a map 
qlm, n : BQm UIml ABQ nV[n] -'~ BQ m + n W[m + n] 
4.2. Theorem. Let q/" U x V~ W be a biexact functor. Then the maps 
q/m, n" BQ m U [m] A BQ n V in! ~ BQ m + n W [m + n] 
define a natural pairing o f  spectra in the sense of  G.W. Whitehead [9]. 
Proof.  We must show that in the diagram 
BQ m utm] A (BQ n V [nl A S 1 ) 
(BQ m utml A BQ n V Inl ) A S 1 
1AT l 
(BQ m utm] As  I ) ABQ n V [nl 
1 Ae  n 
qlm, nA l 
emA 1 
, BQm utml ABQn + 1 v[n + I I  
~m+n ~BQm+nwIm+nlASI ~BQm+n+lw[m+n+q 
, BQm + l vim + qABQn Vtnl 
(4.1) 
the upper pentagon is commutative and the lower pentagon ( -1)"-commutat ive (up 
to homotopy). For this consider the diagram 
• : - ,  . • 
• . , .  . 
r ,  
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Qm UtmlH Qn vtnlI-IX 1YIgn , Qmu[m]HQn+Iv[n+I I  q?,,,,.+~)Q m+n+lw[m+n+ll 
(1) 
Qm uImIH Qn V[nlHX 
ln¢1 
( Q m U[ml HXII Q . V[,,I)3 
~/,,,.n YI1 ,Qm+nw[m+nlH X g,,,+n )Qm+n+lwtm+n+l  I 
g,,,I-I 1 
(2) a~ 
>(Qm+lu[m+l]HQnV[nl)r (/,,,+I,n~(Qm+n+l w[m+n+l ] ) r  
(4.2) 
where 
"t'= 1---m m+l  m+2. . .m+n+l ) .  
1--.m m+2 m+3-- -  m+l  
Since BS~= ~,sgn(r), the above assertion follows from the commutativity of (4.2). 
The diagram (2) is obtained by applying the natural transformation 
em+ 1 : m(l)m+ l a in+ lOre+ 1 "-~ Qm+ 1 
to a sequence (of families) of {m + 1 }-exact functors 
Qmu[m+llHQnV[n] , Q(m+l)W[m+n+l] )(Qm+nw[m+n+l])r  
where Q(m+D=Qm+n+l...Qm+lQm...Ql , •=Q(m+l)q/'m+], n and a~=Q(m+]a~. 
(Compare the proof of Proposition 3.6.) Hence (2) is a commutative diagram. 
Similarly (and more easily) we can prove that (1) commutes. Hence (4.2) becomes 
a commutative diagram. 
4.3. Proposition. Let q/ and qb be biexact functors f rom U× V to W. Then any 
natural isomorphism t" q/= (p induces a homotopy of pairings tin, n" q/m, n ~--- ~Om, n" 
Proof. tin,, is constructed as follows: For every pair of positive integers m,n define 
an (m+ n)-fold functor t~,n " A(I)I×(Ulm]Hvin]) ~ W [m+nl by 
t 
tin, n(U,f, g)(Ul, "'-, Um+ n) = t(u, f (u l  , " " , Urn), g(Um + 1 , ' " ,  Um+ n))" 
As before tin,, induces an (m + n)-fold functor 
{m,n : A0)I× (Qm u[m]I-i Qn v[n] )__~ Qm + nw[m + n] 
Clearly {,,1,, gives a first natural isomorphism qJm,~ q~m,,, and so its geometric 
realization defines a homotopy tm.n:q/m,n=q~m,n . That tin, n commutes with the 
structure maps of spectra is proved by the arguments similar to those of Proposition 
3.6 and Theorem 4.2. 
d t~ I .  . . . . .  , J19  °_ ,~ • • • ~, ~ '~q 
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As an application, we shall consider the multiplicative structure of the algebraic 
K-theory of a commutative ring A, 
KiA = KiP(A ) = xiKP(A) 
where P(A) denotes the (skeletal) category of finitely generated projective A- 
modules. Since 
® :P(A)xP(A)~P(A) ,  (P ,R)~PQA R 
is biexact, we have a pairing 
®m, n : BQ m P(A )tm] A BQn P(A )[n] ~ BQm + . p(A )[m + n]. 
Moreover, since ® is associative, commutative and unital up to coherent natural 
isomorphism, Proposition 4.3 gives natural homotopies 
@l,m+. (1 A@m,n)"- @l+m,. (@l,m A 1), 
(~m,n'- (~m,n T, 
®., (I ^ },) = e. 
where T is the switch map and y : S ~ BQP(A)  is induced by the canonical functor 
I 
[A]. 
(Compare with the definition of e,,. See Remark 3.4.) 
Thus we have 
4.4. Proposition. I f  A is a commutative ring, then KP(A) is a commutative ring 
spectrum. In particular K .A  = ~,i Ki A becomes an anti-commutative graded ring. 
Let us denote by PI(A) the category of A-modules having projective resolutions 
of length _< l, and let P~(A) = Ut PI(A). By the resolution theorem [7] the canonical 
inclusion QP(A)~QPt(A)  is a homotopy equivalence for 0_<l_< co, and so the in- 
duced map KP(A)--+KP~(A) is a weak equivalence. Furthermore 
P(A)xP I (A)~Pt (A) ,  (P ,M)~P@AM 
induces a pairing 
A . KP(A)m A KP t (A)n ~ KPI (A)m + n (m, n >_ 1) ]'l m~ ii 
which makes KPt(A) a module spectrum over KP(A). Thus 
4.5. Proposition. For 0<1<_oo, the equivalence KP(A)~KP/(A) is a map of 
module spectra over KP(A). 
Now let f :  A~B be a homomorphism of commutative rings such that as an A- 
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module B is in Poo(A). Then we have the transfer map 
f ,  : KiB---,KiA=KiPoo(A) 
induced by the 'restriction of scalars' Poo(B)~P~(A), and also the canonical map 
f *=(B®A-) , :K iA - 'K iB .  
The following generalizes the projection formula in [7, §4]. 
4.6. Pro0osition (Projection formula). We have 
f , ( f *x ,  y) = x. f . .y  for  x ~ KiA and y ~ KjB. (4.3) 
Proof. The diagram 
P(A) x P~(A) 
1 xres /  
/ 




, P~(A)  
res 
, Poo(B) 
commutes up to natural isomorphism X®A Y=(B®A X)®B Y. By Proposition 
4.3, the induced diagram 
nQmp(z )  [m] ABQ'Poo(A) tnl 
BQ ~ P(A )[ml A BQ " P~ ( B )l',l 
Be  m P(B )tml ABe"P~ (B )['I 
#Am'n ' BQ m+nPoo(A) Ira+n] 
/jB 
m, I1 , BQm+npo~(B)Im+n] 
commutes up to homotopy for all m, n _> 1. Thus, taking homotopy groups, we have 
(4.3). 
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